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The role of Eragon went to Speleers, who had no experience with fantasy films. When he was called to
audition, he didnt think he was even going to get the part, because not only did the producers have no
idea who he was, but he only started acting at the age of 16. He studied drama, and he had a few films
as an actor and a few more as an extra, but he wasnt a major star like the other actors who had been
considered to play the part. Many people, and especially fans of Robert Downey Jr., thought he would be
a horrible choice to play the role of a boy who could cast spells. The son of a working class steelmaker
and a military nurse, he was the red-haired and scruffy villain in the American sitcoms Family Matters
and Good Times. Now he played the role of a fantasy character in a film that he wouldnt give 10% of his
own money to go see. When the role of Eragon was offered to him, he initially thought it was a prank
call. If you had asked him three months earlier what he would be auditioning for, he probably would have
laughed in your face. A decent actor who had also done a few TV movies and shows, he was doing it for
the sake of pay. His agent, who knew that when he grew up and acted in movies, he wouldnt want to
play a scrawny kid in a fantasy world for a few more years, started to secretly tell him that he would be
the perfect choice for the role. So the studio initially attached a sequel to Dungeons & Dragons to the
Eragon franchise, but it was ultimately dropped. The well-received Dragon Rider remains an orphan
despite the big-budget disappointment of Dungeons & Dragons. So imagine my surprise when one day it
hit me that Warner Bros. just might have released a sequel in the process of making Dragon Rider . So I
contacted Fangmeier to find out the truth.
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When it came to casting, New Line decided to go with the biggest name that they could get. They
secured the services of Clive Owen to play the villain of the film. The part of the evil Queen, who not only
wants to resurrect the dragons but control the world through control of the Varden, was rewritten by the
studio to become a more complicated character. She has her own film on the way as well. Also, the story
began to become political with Bowers including some crucial events from the Bolbondi novels that take
place after Eragon and before Eragon 2. Speleers and De Lancie loved the part of Galbatorix and agreed
to reprise their roles. Im not sure how the same thing would work out in this movie industry of ours. But
if we were to try and put this explanation into action, we might decide that the onscreen credit should

be: Hollywood Movie [Spoilers From This Point][Movie Title], [Director] and [Writers] Maybe next time we
could hope for a movie in which thats even possible, after all. If Eragon had worked out as it did without

having Eragon on board to write, I doubt Blunt would have played any of the parts she has in movies
now. Originally, based on information published by The Wrap, it was supposed that Cate Blunt was going

to play Serafina Derevko, the daughter of the main villain, Filius Corrino, played by Ben Kingsley.
However, those plans changed when the WGA changed the rules concerning writers credits to give us
that Eragon explanation above. When it comes to publishing the poster for Eragon, we had originally

planned to include the title and all the versions that we were considering, and were going to allow fans
to click through to read the Eragon writing credits breakdown in as much detail as possible. That plan

was eventually scrapped because the scripts had just come out and people in the office werent
comfortable publishing something that might hurt the market by giving away too much information.
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